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There&apos;s never a dull moment at Metropolis...the condominium known for having the hottest

openly gay tenants in town. The boys of Metropolis are always on the prowl for a good time. They

like their drinks heavy and their tricks easy.Gary should be living it up in his South Tower unit of

Metropolis, but he&apos;s having a hard time adjusting to his newly single status. It&apos;s not

easy to walk away from five years with his ex, who he discovered was cheating on him with some

North Tower twink. After a night out partying, licking his wounds, he goes to bed alone. When he

wakes the next morning, there&apos;s a naked guy in his bed. Not just any guy. A stud from North

Tower. But hot as he is, what the hell is he doing in his room?Travis doesn&apos;t get why

Gary&apos;s freaking out. So he went home with Gary&apos;s roommate and accidentally crawled

into the wrong bed. It&apos;s not the first time he&apos;s woken up in a strange place. Maybe Gary

would loosen up a little if he gave it a try as well. Travis has more important things to deal with

though...like his meeting with an investor who could give him the money to start his massage

clinic.They&apos;re both sure that&apos;s the last time they&apos;ll have to deal with each other

until a mix-up leads Gary&apos;s ex and Travis&apos;s investor to think they&apos;re an item,

which Gary and Travis use to their benefit by posing as a couple around town. Soon, they discover

the chemistry between them is off the charts. Travis brings out a sexual confidence Gary

didn&apos;t know he had--one Travis enjoys exploring with him. But as the two keep up their

boyfriend hoax, Gary realizes Travis isn&apos;t as shallow as he thought. Gary&apos;s starting to

develop feelings for him. But Travis doesn&apos;t do relationships, and Gary should know better,

considering they&apos;re just faking it...
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What an awesome story!It was a great combination of hot, light and fun and also dealt with issues

that were close to the heart.I adored Gary and Travis in this story, Gary wanting to blend into the

background especially after he breaks up with his boyfriend, Travis the man who hooks up on a

regular basis but never has a serious relationship.I loved the evolving dynamic between these two,

Travis becoming more vulnerable while Gary came into his own, confident in his own skin more and

more as the story progressed (and that strip scene was off the charts).Great start to what I'm sure

will be a fantastic series! :)

This is a fantastic collaborating writing adventure and I can't wait to see where this talented

twosome takes us. Gary and Travis are completely opposite. They're even from opposing towers.

This was a magnificent, touching story about two incredibly sexy men who found themselves. I

thought this story was INCREDIBLE. I enjoy both authors separately but found their collaboration

exciting and flawless. I am looking forward to the future books in the Metropolis Series. I HIGHLY,

HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK!!!!!

I've read all her books over and over and I love them all so much. She weaves

humor,passion,angst,and real life into her stories and "Faking It" is no exception. Gary and Travis

are so different yet so alike. They made me laugh,smile,and cry. Give these men a chance to work

their way into your heart like I did. I promise you won't be disappointed. After that, one click all of

Riley's titles and she'll quick mms y become one of your favorite authors.

Faking It book one of the Metropolis series by authors Riley Hart and Devon McCormack. This is the

first book I've read by either of these authors and I'm sure it won't be the last. I was having a lazy



day and read this book straight through. Loved all the characters in this book and can't wait to read

more about them all! Gary & Travis had me laughing and crying. Loved everything about it and I

can't wait to read more!

I absolutely loved this book. It's a wonderful start for this series I can't wait for more. Gary and

Travis really do seem like the odd couple. Gary is like a wallflower he is nursing a broken heart after

long time boyfriend cheats on him so he is super insecure. Travis is fun and outgoing he doesn't

care what other people think about him. Then when you get to know them better you see how much

they have in common. You will laugh get angry and yes cry reading this book.

This was such a great book. I have the next in the series ready to go. The characters are so well

developed that I already have a good idea of the guys in the next 2 books when I usually just have a

vague picture. It's emotional, sexy, funny and just everything I love in a book. Separately these

authors are some of the best in this genre that I've read but together they are up there in my top 5

favorite duos.

Ahhhhh...the satisfaction. Like the best wine as it slides over your tongue and down your throat, or

the feeling you get when you place a bite of a decadent piece of chocolate cake in your

mouth......multiply that by at least a hundred. That's how you'll feel when you read this book. Was it

a struggle for Travis and Gary to find their way? Absolutely. But the only things worth having are the

thing that are worth fighting for. Simply perfect.

These two seem like total opposites but behind it all are absolutely perfect for each other. They

bring out the best and the beast in each other and it is oh so good and oh so addicting. These

authors are both great oh their own and magic together. I can't wait to see which hotties we get next

from Metropolis because honestly I want them all!!
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